TEACHERS' FEEDBACK
Based on 36 Response

Year

2020

1. Teachers' are satisﬁed with their students' response in the
class

2. Students are responsive and motivated by the teachers in
most cases

3. Class were held in regular basis but students were found
irregular

4. PA System in the large classes (having > 100 students
capacity) should be installed immediately

5. Regular class attendance of the students is essential

6. Questions from students should not be encouraged during
the class rather there should be an open discussion after the
class

7. Due to lack of communication skill in terms of articulation &
comprehensibility students can't ask proper questions

8. The courses/syllebi taught by me have a good balance
between theory and application

9. Contents of curriculum are as per the requirement of social

10. The objectives of the syllebi are well deﬁned

justice and professional needs

11. Infrastructural facilities are sufﬁciently available in the
college on demand

12.The college provides adequate opportunities and support to
faculty members for upgrading their skill and qualiﬁcations

13. The environment in the college is conductive to teaching and
research

14. There is no sufﬁcient time and scope (in case of teacher for
critical thinking innovative teaching and research beyond the
class load)

15. There is discouraging from the management towards the

16. The books/journals etc. prescribed/listed as referance

initiation of proceeding any kind of research publication/

materials are relevant, updated and cover the entire syllabi

conducting research project/ conducting seminers( National
and International)

17.Teachers' should have the freedom to adopt new techniques/
strategies for assessing of students

18. The prescribed books are available in the library in sufﬁcient
numbers

19. Discussion on the subjects within the running class is the
essential for the students

20. ICT in the class room will help to the teaching-learning
efﬁciency

21. Teachers need the help of PPT/ICT in the class room to

22. There are scant availability of the referance book/ text book

enhance the teaching efﬁciency

in the library that i need for furthur study to satisfy the queries of
the students

23. Teacher should meet up of the student's demand for the

24. Teacher are available to the students even after the classes

ready class notes immediately after the class

for their speciﬁc needs for understanding the critical subject
matter

25. Students are not interested in the class lectures instead of

26. Teachers need to study other subjects beyond the subject

they only need/ demands class notes

he/ she was appointed for

27. Ability to integrate content with other courses is an essential
quality of the teachers

Suggestions
1. No of students in honours subject is very low.so how can we increse the no of students in clas?? ------PINKU JANA
2. Library should enriched with new edition books.------Rajdeep Deb
3. To betterment of teaching-learning activity ,the college authority permitted to allow the college students and strongly action to postponed the entire
outsiders who are engaged in unculture and anti social activity inside the college campus.------ARANYA MANNA
4. More reference books are needed in the library..... The trend of topic discussion must be needed among the students at the time of class
teaching.... ------Mouparna Sahoo
5. Some educational tool and supporting environment are required.------Pranabendu Pradhan
6. Sufﬁcient books are needed. There must be an internal test in every week for each subject. Previous ﬁnal question papers must be uploaded in
internal.------Sumanta Chowdhury
7. Group discussion is appropriate for betterment of the teaching------Nalini kanta maity
8. departmental computer lab with internet connection and national library assess code, and free Science journal subscriber. ------Dr. Tapas Misra
9. All class room will be smart class room in mathematics depertment. Light and fan not available in class room. Newtwork system is not available in
depertment. Furniture not available in depertment. ------Biswajit Maity
10. Stusent can not get a verity of book on a particular topic.There are 2 or 3 copyes in library.So number of books should be increase in topic
wise..Besides a good quality blackboard should provid in each mathematics classes.It will be beniﬁtial for s------BISWAJIT PARIA
11. Library should have a PG section with ample study guide for curriculum and Research guide for future. We should look forward to increase the
numbers of students in PG section.------Santanu Bera
12. Smart class room for PG, departmental computer lab.------Anjan Samanta
13. Laboratorises should be more modern and computer skill development of the student community is needed------Monalisha Banerjee
14. Sufﬁcient number of teachers is most important for the healthy running of a department. ------GOUR HARI MONDAL
15. Departmental libraray is to be enriched with sufﬁcient critical text books prescribed in the university syllabus both for UG & PG. The dept. should
have access to internet connection facilities to have more research journals for further studies------SOUMEN SAHOO
16. Need of more faculty members as well as the number of books as per the strength of admitted student of the department. ------DR. NIRMAL BERA
17. 1.Collection of books in the library is proportionally low to demands of the users.So,holdings of library must be increased immediately. -----Amalendu Santra

18. Environment and Infrastructure need to be improved. Also communication between students and teacher to be improved. The students must
present in the class regularly and respect the teachers.------Pralay Poria
19. Available books in the library should be displayed in front of library.------RANJIT PARIA
20. Need more books in the library------Uttam Kumar Maji
21. Workshops atleast 1 in every month.------SUPRIYA SUI
22. Institution conducting adebate in the center of the students on any topic.------Shyamal Biswas
23. Laboratory facilities should be enhanced. ------Mrs. RAJ KUMAR DUTTA
24. Laboratory facilities be enhanced.------DR PRASUN KUMAR PAL
25. Laboratory facilities should be enhanced. ------Mr. RAJ KUMAR DUTTA
26. Class attendance must be mandatory. Students politeness should be encouraged. Sufﬁcient reference book and library books are to be provided
to the students. Common Xerox system to be provided to both students and teachers. Students co operative with------Dr. Bhaba Shankar Mukherjee

27. Basic infrastructure (Light, Gas, water, benches) of the laboratories should meet. Laboratory attendant very urgent. More ﬁnancial budget need for
recurring chemicals and glass goods for UG and PG. Instrument and equipment are needed for PG project ------DR. Harekrishna Bar
28. Laboratory facility should be Increased. Irregular Electric supply should be stopped & . Proper reagent... & books in the departmental library should
be provided .------Mrinal Kanti Hudait
29. 1. Laboratory facilities are not good. 2. Light facility of laboratory is essential. 3. Increase the research instrument facility. ------DR. PRASENJIT MAITY

